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Gallery 924 Presents TINY VII: A Really Big Show
December 6 – January 4
INDIANAPOLIS– Gallery 924 will present hundreds of tiny artworks as a part of its annual TINY
exhibition. TINY VII: A Really Big Show kicks off the holiday gift giving season with original art
that is 6” x 6” x 6” or smaller. Gallery 924 expects to display 400 artworks by 100 Indianapolisbased artists. Works range in price from $10 - $500 and include painting, photography,
ceramics, printmaking, sculpture, collage, works on paper, and more.
“TINY is always one of our favorite shows because it allows us to find interesting new artists and
share their work in a very fun and accessible way. This is an art show where everyone can find
something they absolutely love and can easily acquire. Many fantastic art collections have
begun with a spark from TINY, ” said Shannon Linker, Interim President and Director of Gallery
924.
TINY VII is the perfect opportunity for first-time art buyers to start a collection or for seasoned
gallery goers to purchase holiday gifts and discover new artists. The show includes artists from
past Gallery 924 solo exhibitions, a number of well-known Indianapolis artists as well as new
emerging artists.
TINY VII opens for Collectors’ Night on Thursday, December 6, from 5 - 8 pm, and for First
Friday on Friday, December 7, from 6 - 10 pm.
This year First Friday goers will have the chance to ride a complementary trolley to shuttle
around to nearby participating galleries. Gallery 924 is one of five galleries along the shuttle’s
route. Patrons will be able to ride the shuttle to Stutz Business & Arts Center, Harrison Center,
Indiana Landmarks Center, and Circle City Industrial Complex (CCIC). Parking for those
interested in utilizing the trolley will be available in the lot west of the Stutz building along
Senate Avenue, Indiana Landmarks’ parking lot, and the CCIC parking lot on Brookside.
“With the other arts events happening on December First Friday at the Stutz building, the
Harrison Center and other downtown spots, there is no better time in Indy to get started on your

holiday shopping. What better way to share a bit of Indy and support your creative community
than to give the gift of original artwork?” Linker said.
About Gallery 924 at the Arts Council
Gallery 924 at the Arts Council of Indianapolis provides a mixture of programming that highlights
central Indiana contemporary artists in curated solo and group shows. Exhibitions consist of ten
shows per year with eight solo and two group shows. Free parking and bike racks are located in
the lot south of the building. Gallery 924 is adjacent to the Cultural Trail and conveniently
located on IndyGo route 19.
Connect with Gallery 924 on Facebook/gallery924, Twitter and Instagram
@artscouncilindy, and online at indyarts.org/gallery924.
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